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Abstract 
 This senior choreographic project, Reading Response #6, was created and performed in 
the fall of 2016 in collaboration with five dancers, one apprentice, and the choreographer. The 
project was a collaboration of dance with literature by Emily Dickinson, Leo Tolstoy, Richard 
Wilbur, Edgar Allan Poe, Oscar Wilde, and Walt Whitman. The final product was performed in 
the Studio 115 Dance Concert in the University of Southern Mississippi’s Theatre and Dance 
Building in Hattiesburg, Mississippi. This paper investigates the relationship between dance and 
literature and explores methods of integration between the two art forms. 
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Creative Process 
Initial Ideas 
Fun Fact Number One: there is nothing I love more than curling up with a good book. I 
am a well-known bookworm who owns over thirteen hundred books and will always claim that 
the movie is, “Not as good as the book.” Yet, I am also a dancer. I love to move, to feel, to be 
part of a unique community that impacts the world through movement. Up until now, those two 
loves have been entirely separate and enjoyed in completely different environments. I read alone 
and dance with people. I read silently with the exception of soft page turning, while in dance we 
cannot help our labored breathing and muted footsteps. Though both exist in the realm of art, 
literature and dance seem like complete opposites. So is there any way they can be combined? 
 Fun Fact Number Two: I was diagnosed with Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) my 
freshman year of college, which led to me meeting others with similar mental disorders and 
hearing a variety of stories on the subject. Since then, I have been itching to make a dance about 
PTSD. I almost did for my junior project, but then changed my mind. Maybe for my senior 
project then? I could use literature that I had written about PTSD to fuel the creative process and 
help my dancers understand the concept. With that settled, I just had to find the proper literature. 
 I began by reviewing my written work. I had one short story in mind, but as I was going 
back over it I discovered it was a whopping nineteen pages long. I did not want to make my cast 
of dancers, who had signed up to dance rather than read, sit and read a nineteen page story in 
rehearsal. Nor did I want to print out multiple copies and send it home as homework. Instead, I 
went to some of my shorter stories, then deciding to give each dancer a different excerpt of 
literature. This idea gave me a lot of trouble because I planned on having five dancers but could 
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only find two stories that had to do with PTSD. For whatever reason, I was firmly against having 
some people read the same story, but others reading a different one. It was all or nothing. 
 I solved this trivial issue by branching out in my search for literature. Instead of picking 
stories that blatantly dealt with PTSD, I chose a few that were more vague or had related topics 
such as depression, sexual assault, and self-harm. With the proper number of stories in hand, I 
gathered highlighters and pencils with the idea of asking the dancers to not only read the stories, 
but underline or highlight any words or phrases that stood out. Once they had finish, I would ask 
them to choreograph a short movement phrase based on what they had read. It could be just one 
word from the literature or the overall concept of the story. 
 Aside from the literary aspect, I had only one movement phrase. It was a simple phrase of 
walking with alternating contractions and a hand movement similar to stabbing oneself in the 
stomach. This would be done in a line entering the performance space, and then the dancers 
would branch off one by one with partnering and supportive movement that would solidify their 
communal relationship to each other. 
 So I had my grand plan for my Senior Choreographic Project. Literature. PTSD. 
Walking. Community. 
 Fun Fact Number Three: one week later, after casting auditions and the first week of 
rehearsals, the literary aspect was the only thing that was still there. 
 
Casting Auditions 
 Going into casting auditions on the 26th of August, 2016, I was still working with the 
idea of PTSD, envisioning a lot of falling and suspension to symbolize flashbacks and entrapping 
memories. Therefore, I choreographed a small phrase that included a sustained balance ending in 
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a complete collapse on the floor. I watched for dancers who would commit to the fall, but also 
commit to the details and technique of the balance. Because I was anticipating working off of my 
own experience with PTSD, I only wanted female dancers, and also knew that I disliked working 
with even numbers because it was too easy to end up grouping them into duets. It was also 
critical that each dancer would be willing to contribute creatively to the process either with 
actual movement or by helping to make a comfortable and safe environment. I added an 
improvisation section to see what kind of movement they created on the spot, but had only my 
own knowledge of each dancer to go off of when it came to their attitudes. I was lucky to already 
know the dancers, because knowing them personally and knowing how different personalities 
will complement each other is crucial for me as a choreographer. 
 There were two dancers I knew I wanted from the beginning: Cass Simmons and Kate 
Mackey. Mackey I knew would be willing to try absolutely anything I asked, from speaking on 
stage to dramatic acting. Simmons has a unique way of moving and I had wanted to work with 
her in the past, but had not been able to. Three other dancers drew my attention in casting 
auditions due to their attention to detail and fluidity. I added Gabby Salazar to my list and then 
Lexis Nicoll. I worried about Nicoll being willing to speak on stage or step out of her comfort 
zone, but knew she would try. My last addition was Karley Wasaff. I hesitated to add her 
because I knew she could be dramatic and easily distracted, but I had been in previous dances 
with her and was impressed with her effort and her dancing in casting auditions, so I decided to 
take the risk. Lastly, I cast Nijalon Jackson as my apprentice because of her startling 
commitment to my audition phrase and her obvious fearlessness in dancing (see Appendix A, pg 
46). 
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 Normally in casting auditions, it can be expected that the “dream cast” will not be 
achieved. With only a certain number of dancers to choose from and multiple choreographers, 
there are always a few dancers that get fought over. Amazingly, I managed to come out of it with 
my entire dream cast, including my apprentice. 
 
First Rehearsal - First Adjudication 
 To prepare for my first rehearsal, I began looking through my own written work for 
pieces on PTSD or related topics. As said earlier, my favorite story was far too long to read 
thoroughly and I did not want to assign homework or spend more than one rehearsal just reading 
a story. I kept that story in the back of my mind but brought a variety of shorter written works to 
my first rehearsal so that each dancer would have their own piece of written material to draw 
from.  
 I knew I wanted to experiment with combining literature and dance, and thought about 
how that could be achieved through more than just being inspired by a certain story. I thought 
about using books or pages as props, and then spoken text as noise or the sound score. Would I 
want to use an actual story? If I were sticking to PTSD, should it be a clear story about someone 
with PTSD, or maybe a selection of different stories and how each dancer deals with their own 
issues and interacts with others? Or did I want no story at all? These were the questions I was 
asking myself as I walked into my first rehearsal (see Appendix A, pg 46). 
 In that first rehearsal on August 30th, I gave each dancer a different piece of literature, all 
written by myself in the past. I asked them to read it and highlight or underline anything that 
stood out to them. Once they finished, I asked them to choreograph a short phrase based on any 
aspect of what they had read: it could be the overall theme of the piece or just a specific word. I 
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filmed each solo and took back the short stories to see what they had found interesting (see 
Appendix A, pg 47). 
 Already I was drawing away from my idea of PTSD, but I began to reread the stories and 
study the passages the dancers had underlined. For the next rehearsal, I decided I would select 
certain lines for some dancers to read aloud while the other dancers reacted or improvised to 
what they were hearing. I wanted to see how the dancers would connect movement to the spoken 
word. I never actually did this in rehearsal, though I did experiment with the words “fire” and 
“pause” in choreography class with my fellow choreographers. 
 The more I studied my own written work, the less satisfied I was with it and with the idea 
of PTSD. It no longer felt relevant to what I was doing, so I started to look through old poetry 
books and works written by some of the well-known poets and authors of classic literature. First 
I looked just for works on dancing, then branched it out to beauty, then even further to art in 
general. I began reading Leo Tolstoy’s book What Is Art? (see Appendix E, pg 77-78). As I 
collected more and more potential pieces of literature, I started organizing them and then 
thought, “Wouldn’t it be cool if I organized this dance like a book?” In a way, I felt like I was 
doing a research paper on art, so I decided to go all the way. 
 I organized the dance into what I considered a table of contents. There would be a 
prelude, three chapters, an afterward, and then the acknowledgments. Maybe there would even 
be a real table of contents at the beginning where there would be a short preview of every 
section. I put an Emily Dickinson poem about beauty (see Appendix D, pg 75) as the prelude 
because of how vague and abstract it was, then Tolstoy as chapter one because that is where it 
started to get analytical (see Appendix E, pg 77-78). I planned on using some Edgar Allan Poe 
for chapter two (see Appendix G, pg 82), and then returning to Tolstoy for chapter three (see 
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Appendix E, pg 77-78). I would use another piece of poetry for the afterward, and the 
acknowledgments would be a listing of all the works used in the dance. I hesitantly titled it Self-
Portrait, thinking it might end with the dancers claiming that they themselves are art and artists 
as well (see Appendix A, pg 47). 
 With my new plan in mind, I thought about how I would use the literature as a prop. I 
knew I wanted to use physical books in the dance, not only because it would be easier for the 
dancers to read aloud rather than memorize, but also because I wanted to use the symbolic nature 
of a physical book. I also thought it might be interesting if whenever a dancer started to read out 
loud, they wore a pair of glasses. As the dancers switched roles, the reader would take off the 
glasses and pass them to the next reader, signifying the transition from dancer to reader. I 
dreamed of a table or desk for the reader to sit at while reading aloud, which also meant that 
there could be no music to drown out the dancers’ voices. I gathered the poetry and art books I 
had been reading and bought some cheap sunglasses from the thrift store and popped out the 
lenses. 
 A week later, on September 7th, I had my second rehearsal. I openly told the dancers that 
I had decided to go in a completely different direction and so not to worry about anything we had 
done in the first rehearsal. I started by reading the poem I had picked for the prelude: “Beauty -- 
be not caused -- It is --” by Emily Dickinson (see Appendix D, pg 75). I had carefully written out 
the poem in my journal and choreographed movement to it, hoping that it would work out on real 
bodies. I picked Nicoll to be the first reader because I assumed this would be the shortest spoken 
passage and I was worried about her speaking loudly onstage. We did not have a table at the 
time, so she sat downstage left on the floor with the book in her hands. She would announce it as 
the Prelude, and then read the poem. 
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 The Dickinson poem deals with the idea of beauty being a natural product, not something 
to be forced or artificially created (see Appendix D, pg 75). When choreographing the 
movement, I assigned a twisted pose to the word “beauty,” planning to use a twisted shape every 
time beauty was mentioned or discussed. Each dancer created their own interpretation of 
“twisted” by using their limbs to reach around their torsos and legs. When Nicoll read about 
beauty not being “caused,” the other dancers manipulated Salazar into a twisted pose. The words 
“chase it” cued Simmons to slowly reach for the audience, while “ceases” caused Salazar to 
immediately drop to the ground. “Creases” was a nice, slow plié and “runs his fingers through it” 
was Salazar slowly running her own hand across the floor to touch Mackey’s leg. In that second 
rehearsal we worked on timing the movement with the spoken text, learning the word cues (see 
Appendix A, pg 47). 
 The next piece of literature was a passage from Leo Tolstoy’s What Is Art? and so was 
much more wordy (see Appendix E, pg 77-78). I picked out a few of those words to use as 
inspiration for the movement without worrying too much about it lining up perfectly with the 
words. One word was “costume-maker,” and together as a cast we created a tiny gesture of 
fingers weaving together. Using just this simple gesture, we created a transition to get the 
dancers far upstage and to switch the reader to Mackey. The section ended with the dancers in a 
twisted “beauty” shape (see Appendix C, pg 72), and Mackey introduced Chapter One: What Is 
Art? (see Appendix A, pg 47). 
 Right after that rehearsal we had a choreography showing in choreography class. This 
was our opportunity to show our work in progress to other student choreographers as well as 
faculty members to get feedback and comments. The finger-weaving that was used simply for a 
transition stood out to my peers as something that should be further investigated. They also 
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commented that even though one person was reading on one side of the stage and others were 
dancing on the other side of the stage, split focus was not a big issue. If the audience had to 
constantly look from one side to the other where something completely different was happening, 
it could be frustrating and tiresome. Because the reader was mostly immobile and auditory and 
the dancers were mobile and silent, the audience did not feel it necessary to be constantly 
looking between the two, so split focus was not a problem (see Appendix A, pg 48). 
 While the audience saw the reader as being in one world and the dancers in another, they 
were curious about the relationships between the dancers. At the time, I wanted the dancers to be 
only moving bodies, nothing more, so I did not want any relationships at all. I saw the dancers as 
concepts or moving shapes rather than as individual people, and the idea of relationships made 
them seem too human. They also commented that they could not remember what was read aloud, 
but only that it was about beauty (see Appendix A, pg 48). This was absolutely fine with me. 
 For our third rehearsal on September 9th, we went over the first section to clean the 
timing of the spoken poem and the dancers. We also further developed the finger weaving 
transition, having it start with Nicoll and spread to the other dancers as she physically collided 
with them. The weaving took the four dancers far upstage while Nicoll’s own weaving got faster 
and faster and more full-bodied. Once they arrived, they each twisted into a “beauty” pose and 
Mackey began to read the second passage. 
 As much as I tried to edit, the passage from Tolstoy was still very long (see Appendix E, 
pg 77-78). All of it seemed important, but I did not want that section to get dull or tedious. So for 
part of it, I told Mackey to read it as fast as physically possible, knowing that she could read and 
articulate fast enough for it to be effective. Because the passage was so heady and wordy, I 
paired it with very abstract, yet simple, pedestrian movement. Even though they did not need to 
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hear every word, I wanted the audience to be able to pay attention to both the spoken words and 
the dancing without being overwhelmed by complex movements as well as complex text. The 
dancers split into duets with movement I drew from that very first rehearsal, modified and 
tweaked and squished together to fit the new theme of art instead of PTSD. It now involved a lot 
of reaching and manipulating of the body, such as the dancer pushing her head in one direction 
and then pulling it back. Salazar then broke away to make a simple, pedestrian walk in a giant 
rectangle around the stage. When Mackey began reading fast, Salazar began an excruciatingly 
slow reach towards the ceiling, displaying her hand as an awe-inspiring work of art, while the 
other dancers watched curiously (see Appendix C, pg 72). The section ended with Mackey 
reading, “...has not studied the questions of aesthetics,” and Salazar dropping her hand 
unceremoniously, leaving the group, and replacing Mackey as the reader. 
After only three rehearsals and one in-class choreography showing, we went into the 
department adjudication. While in-class showings were only for student choreographers, 
adjudications were for the entire department. This gave us a chance to get feedback from all 
different kinds of dancers, specifically those that were not as familiar with our dances and so 
have a more unbiased opinion. This was also when the faculty decided which dances would be in 
which company concert. 
 I asked the audience to write down any words, ideas, or concepts that stood out to them 
as well as if their attention was more drawn to the reader or to the other dancers. I was still 
worried about split focus. For the most part, the audience said that it was a good balance of 
attention and they never seemed to distract one from the other. As for the words and concepts, I 
got quite a lot of varied feedback (See Appendix A, pg 50). “Beauty” appeared a lot, as did “art” 
and “average man.” People wondered about adding more variety to the reading speed, or even 
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leaving out or inserting certain words. While interesting, I doubted I would ever use that idea 
because I not only wanted to stay true to the literature, but I also did not want to make it any 
more complicated. I knew that the audience was not able to discern or remember every word that 
was spoken, and I did not want to make it worse by leaving out words. It was also suggested that 
I use background music to make sure it stayed a dance instead of a dramatic reading (see 
Appendix A, pg 50). 
 I got a variety of other images and concepts including dark green, advice, self-
consciousness, and specifically a rolling ladder in a giant old library (see Appendix A, pg 50). 
All of the feedback helped answer my questions about split focus and retention of the spoken 
word, as well as fuel my imagination and creativity to go even further. 
 
Fourth Rehearsal - Second Adjudication 
For rehearsal number four on September 16th, I read the cast the feedback from 
adjudication and then went right on into adding the next section of the dance. The text for this 
one was “Museum Piece,” a poem by Richard Wilbur (see Appendix F, pg 79). After the 
complex and wordy passage by Tolstoy, I thought it necessary to bring it back down a notch with 
some simple poetry. 
 Salazar took over as the reader and Mackey joined the other dancers. This was a 
primarily improvised section every time it was done. The poem speaks about an art gallery where 
paintings are protected by lackadaisical guards or treated as simple objects, so my thought 
process was that the dancers would connect to create a pose, then separate and reconnect to make 
a new pose. Originally I envisioned some dancers being a “frame” while the remaining dancers 
would construct a shape inside the frame, but this looked ridiculous and cheesy. Instead, one 
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dancer would initiate the shape and the others would form around her, some twisting and others 
connecting more rigidly. As they made these shapes they moved closer to Salazar until they were 
right on top of her, and then began to include her in the shapes even as she tried to continue to 
read. I gave them full reign to do just about anything to Salazar: mess with her book, touch her, 
try to get her attention, etc. This section got more and more elaborate as time went on (see 
Appendix C, pg 73). 
 I did make sure to have one run of the dance with soft piano music in the background, as 
some of my adjudication feedback suggested. To be blunt, it sucked (see Appendix, pg 50). It 
was harder to pay attention to what the dancers were reading and the quieter moments between 
sections was lost. The louder moments needed silence in order to balance it out. So I worried 
over music no more. 
To end that rehearsal, the dancers and I made a list of what art is, using some quotes from 
the texts we had been using as well as other opinions or thoughts (see Appendix A, pg 50). The 
Dickinson poem is about beauty, so we put that down. In one of the passages we had not gotten 
to yet, the author says that “all art is quite useless,” so we put that down. Tolstoy says that art 
should eliminate violence, so we put that down. We also came up with “truth,” “peace,” 
“release,” “colorful,” “expression,” “love,” “life,” and “meaningful.” At the time, I was 
considering an ending where the dancers would shout these phrases, finally giving an 
explanation as to what art is (though this ending did not actually happen). 
 In rehearsal five, September 21st, we just kept adding on. I wanted to complete the dance 
so I could get a better picture of the piece as a whole, which would help me know what to edit 
and tweak for the rest of it.  
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 This section started Chapter Two of the dance, entitled “The Artist.” After the dancers 
swarmed around Salazar, Salazar passed the glasses to Wasaff and made another large walk 
around the room. This time, however, the other dancers, minus Wasaff, followed her and tried to 
get in her way. Meanwhile, Wasaff announced Chapter Two and read a short passage from Edgar 
Allan Poe’s Marginalia XV (see Appendix G, pg 82). I was unhappy with the way this section 
turned out because it seemed like something should be changed in the way Wasaff read rather 
than just an uncharacterized, generic reading. I did not know what to try yet, though, so I left it 
for a later rehearsal. 
“Marginalia XV” introduced the question of who or what an artist is, and was followed 
up by an excerpt from the prologue of Oscar Wilde’s The Picture of Dorian Gray (see Appendix 
H, pg 84-85). Cass Simmons took the glasses from Wasaff and began reading. I had decided that 
I should better utilize the dancers’ strong points, so I choreographed a solo to Wilde with Wasaff 
in mind, making sure to put a grand leg extension in. The majority of the solo came directly from 
The Picture of Dorian Gray (see appendix H, pg 84-85). I wrote out the text and then scribbled 
the movement underneath. This time I knew that the hands-sweeping-the-floor movement should 
happen on, “Books are badly written,” and that the tracing of the human body should happen on, 
“imperfect medium.” It was one of the few times I choreographed so specifically to the words. 
Simmons read directly to Wasaff, even following her around as the solo took her to different 
parts of the stage. This was the first time the reader actually moved while reading (see Appendix 
A, pg 51. 
I had the other three dancers, Nicoll, Mackey, and Salazar, transpose Wasaff’s solo 
choreography into low-level movement on the floor. It was one of the few unison sections in the 
dance, with big sweeping arms and legs that propelled them across the stage. At first I had them 
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spread out and go in different directions, but then I was overwhelmed trying to watch everything 
so spread out in the stage space, even though they were doing the same movement. We tried 
having them all go upstage left, but it still did not seem complete to me, so I put it away to think 
about for later. I only knew for sure that the ending of this section happened when Simmons read 
the last line, “All art is quite useless,” prompting the rest of the cast to chase her back to the pile 
of books (see Appendix H, pg 84-85). 
In that rehearsal we also spent time editing the transition between Mackey reading and 
Salazar reading, trying to make it as fluid as possible. We also spent a lot of time on focus: 
where the dancers were looking, how they were looking at it, and how long that look took. Since 
there was so much speaking and silence in the piece, it felt even more important for the dancers 
to have a strong focus to help keep the audience’s attention. Every time one of the dancers read, I 
told them exactly who they were reading to. When they were dancing, whether in unison or 
alone, minimally or expansive, I made sure they knew who or what they were looking at (see 
Appendix A, pg 51). 
Originally, I had wanted all of the dancers to just be ideas physicalized in space and not 
display any individuality as people. I was starting to question that choice, so I brought up my 
dilemma in choreography class to see how it appeared to the audience. They asked if it was the 
same “person” reading every time, were all of the dancers just one person working through the 
research, or if they were they different people. That made me realize that they were not the same, 
because already I had given different characteristics to each reader about how they read, such as 
Nicoll reading to herself without looking up while Mackey boldly addressed the audience. So if 
they were not all the same, how could I make them more individual and yet still keep the piece 
abstract? The class suggested using body language and how each reader approached and left the 
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books, as well as using lighting differences. Another idea was using a real desk and maybe a 
coffee mug to make the dancers seem more human or scholarly. I had originally wanted a desk 
but had not gotten around to experimenting with one, but after that choreography class I made 
sure to bring the idea back (see Appendix A, pg 51). 
In rehearsal number six, September 28th, I brought in one of the plain, unattractive tables 
from the lobby of the Theatre and Dance Building. For the final product, I wanted something 
more official and aesthetic, but I had to make do until I could find something better. I also had 
finally decided that the dancers would be people rather than concepts, so I went back to the 
beginning of the dance to add in the table and more humanity (see Appendix A, pg 51). I also 
began to tweak the transitions from being a dancer to being the reader to make it more natural. 
Sections that I had left incomplete were finally finished, such as Mackey’s, Nicoll’s, and 
Salazar’s floor phrase that I had not known what to do with before. To keep it easier on the 
audience’s eyes, they all stayed in a group going upstage where they then very slowly mimicked 
some of the gestures in Wasaff’s solo, threading their fingers together and bringing their wrists to 
their necks, until they charged Simmons at the end of the section (see Appendix A, pg 51). 
In the seventh rehearsal on October 5th we did more cleaning, specifically for focus, 
transitions, and timing. I also brainstormed with the dancers about a potential title for the piece. 
Self-Portrait no longer felt right since it was more like a research report on art rather than a 
personal essay on artistry. The word “useless,” continued to stick out to us from Simmons’s 
reading, so we tried pairing it with other words from the different readings. Useless Truth? 
Useless Beauty? “Average” was also a popular word from Mackey’s reading, so maybe Average 
Truth? Average Beauty? A Useless Gesture? None of them felt to accurately represent the dance. 
The title would be the first thing the audience knew about the piece, and I wanted it to properly 
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prepare them. An Essay on the Futility of Art? That sounded too similar to a title of a dance from 
the previous semester, and also seemed too wordy. Simplicity seemed like a better way to go 
since the content of the dance was complex. It was not really an essay, after all, but more of a 
response. A response to different readings. Ah, yes, of course. Almost every student is familiar 
with tedious reading responses, but I had always enjoyed doing them. That was really what the 
dance was, after all: a reading response. Reading Response #6. I chose #6 because I had five 
dancers and one apprentice, and for whatever reason I did not like assigning a number at random 
(see Appendix A, pg 52). 
After that rehearsal we went right into our second choreography showing. I did not have 
any specific questions for the class, but they told me which parts stood out and which seemed 
confusing or underdeveloped. They loved the addition of the table and chair and also remarked 
that the dancing and reading did not seem random, but connected. They also said that the way the 
cast acknowledged each other and behaved made them seem individualized, but that common 
individuality also made them uniform. In simpler terms, they were all definitely in the same 
world, which is exactly what I wanted (see Appendix A, pg 53). 
I was still worried about the transitions from dancing to reading, but the only one the 
class marked as odd was the transition from Nicoll to Mackey. As Nicoll was reading the Prelude 
to herself, the others were manipulating Salazar into the twisted “beauty” pose. Because their 
focus was on Salazar, it made no sense for Mackey to suddenly leave Salazar and go to Nicoll 
instead. The class also gave me one question to consider as I continued: what did the audience 
need to remember after each section? Equally important, how did the movement visually land the 
takeaway of each section, as well as the overall dance (see Appendix A, pg 53)?  
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In the eighth rehearsal on October 14th, I changed Mackey’s focus to be on Nicoll for the 
entire first section. Instead of watching Salazar like the rest of the dancers, she was far more 
interested in what Nicoll was doing, which led to her taking Nicoll’s place as the reader. Now 
that I finally had an idea of what the dance was as a whole, I also revisited some of the earlier 
choreography to make it more connected to the readings and add more dynamics (see Appendix 
A, pg 54). 
I also added the next section, which was also the conclusion to Simmons’s final 
statement, “All art is quite useless.” The dancers ran back to the table and each grabbed a 
different book to read random passages out loud while Simmons hid from them. As they all read 
random passages, Mackey read the beginning of Walt Whitman’s “Song of Myself 21,” trying to 
make herself heard over the cacophony of voices (see Appendix I). The books we were using as 
props were mostly collections of poetry, but a few included some potentially awkward topics 
when taken out of context (such as poetry about the KKK), so while everyone read at random, 
we did have to mark specific spots in each book that were safe to read from for this section. The 
section ended with everyone reading the beginning of “Song of Myself 21” again in unison (see 
Appendix I, pg 87). 
I tried to return to Wasaff’s reading section, but was still having difficulty. I decided to 
have her stutter throughout the reading, but she was self-conscious to try it for the first time in 
front of everyone, so it was assigned as homework for her (see Appendix A, pg 54).  
Our ninth rehearsal on October 26th was spent finishing the ending (or what was the 
ending at the time). It was finally time to dance with the books, so I choreographed a phrase 
based around using the books as props. Presenting them, balancing them, and using them for 
inversions (where the dancer’s hands push off the floor, sending the pelvis and lower limbs into 
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the air) were all elements of the phrase, with the focus always being on the books. This was also 
the first time I asked my cast to memorize text instead of read it, as well as it being the first time 
the text was written by myself instead of someone else. This section had a lot of “firsts” because 
it was built on everything that had already happened in the dance. 
All of the dancers spoke while dancing, asking a series of questions related to art. To 
make it easier, I organized it so that they spoke in the same order that they had read in 
throughout the dance. Each dancer asked a question related to what they had read as well. Nicoll 
asked, “Is this beautiful?” Mackey asked, “Is art beautiful?” The questions would continue, 
questioning the truth, goodness, and usefulness of “this” with Mackey repeating the question 
specifically referring to “art.” After the final question, “Is art useless,” the five dancers asked in 
unison, “Is this art?” The questions then switched to asking about artists, with Mackey asking, 
“Am I an artist?” Each dancer went to her, manipulated her, and replied to her with their own 
questions such as, “Are you beautiful?” “Are you good?” “Are you true?” “Are you useless?” 
After a dramatic pause, the dancers turned to the audience and asked, “Are we?” (see Appendix 
J, pg 90). 
For me, this was when I blatantly asked the audience what they were watching. I had 
really begun to question if what I was creating was a dance at all because it seemed to contain far 
more words than movement and because so much of my feedback was to make sure it was still a 
dance. I imagined that much of the audience would also be questioning what they were watching, 
and I wanted to let them know that I questioned it too, and this was my way of doing it. 
Once they were finished asking questions, the dancers ran back to the table to read the 
works cited, each dancer reading the author of the text they had earlier read aloud. Together they 
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also cited, “The artists,” and cued the “Acknowledgments” before leaving the stage (see 
Appendix A, pg 54). 
In this rehearsal I once again tried to return to Wasaff’s reading. She had not done her 
homework, so she got to try it for the first time in rehearsal. There was nothing wrong with the 
way she read, but it still did not feel right to me. By this point, every other reader had something 
distinctive about the way they read and what was going on around them. Nicoll was completely 
internal, Mackey acknowledged the audience, Salazar was constantly interrupted by the dancers, 
and Simmons followed Wasaff around. But Wasaff herself still sat motionless with her book 
while relatively little movement went on around her. I worked on developing the movement, but 
felt that the real issue was with the reader. I had more thinking to do (see Appendix A, pg 54). 
Right after rehearsal we had our third showing in choreography class. They appreciated 
the loud reading section as well as the unison that directly followed it, and the majority said they 
had been waiting for a dancing phrase with the books. Perhaps my favorite comment was that 
they could tell I had put together two things I loved and also added a meaning that was well-
developed. I mentioned that I was worried about the piece being too long but that all of the 
literature excerpts seemed equally important. They advised being aware of the balance of text to 
movement as well as making sure the relationship between the movement and text was not too 
predictable. With that in mind, it might be easier to edit the readings. I agreed, but still had a 
hard time imagining any of the excerpts being cut (see Appendix A, pg 55-56). 
For rehearsal number ten on November 2nd, we spent time discussing how we could read 
louder and project to the whole room. I had received some tips from Professor Elizabeth Lentz-
Hill and passed them on to my dancers. It really was no different than making a dance phrase 
full-bodied and big enough for balcony audiences to see. They needed to read full-bodied and 
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treat each reading section as part of the actual movement, warming up not just their bodies but 
their voices as well. It was also important to take the time for a full belly breath before beginning 
to read. After that simple conversation, I noticed instant improvement, and it became a ritual for 
me to remind them to take deep belly breaths before every run (see Appendix A, pg 55). 
We went over all transitions in detail, specifically when Simmons took over from Wasaff 
as reader. At first, four dancers were doing unison movement behind Wasaff until she stopped 
reading, but instead I had them pay careful attention to not do anything at the same time as 
someone else. It did not really matter when or how fast they did it, as long as they did not look 
exactly like the person next to them. This made it less awkward and more natural for Simmons to 
stop dancing and approach the table (see Appendix A, pg 56). 
While everyone’s reading had gotten much better, when they the “Questions” section 
their voices softened. I reminded them that the previous section was extremely loud with 
everyone reading at once, so that made them seem even quieter when they began to speak again. 
In addition, speaking while dancing is different than speaking while sitting, and at times they 
were also facing away from the audience. All of this meant they had to be even more aware of 
their volume, enunciation, and projection (see Appendix A, pg 56). 
I went back to Wasaff’s section again. This time, I told her to mumble. I told her not to 
worry about being heard. I told her to ignore everything I had said about projection and volume. 
Finally, I was satisfied. It was a shame that Poe would not be read clear and loud, but the 
muffled, disinterested mumbling was just what the piece needed (see Appendix A, pg 56). 
I made sure to time a full run and was surprised to find that it was only seven minutes and 
twenty-four seconds, not nearly as long as I had thought. This meant I did not have to edit any of 
the readings (see Appendix A, pg 56). 
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The following day, November 3rd, we had our second adjudication. In addition to getting 
feedback, this adjudication would also determine if a dance was ready to be produced in the 
Studio 115 concert and what order the dances would potentially go in. Even though it was 
shorter than I expected, I asked the audience if any sections felt too long or too short just to make 
sure, as well as if the movement or the text was the main motivator of the piece. 
My adjudication feedback was exactly what I wanted to hear. It was true that the text led 
the movement, but the audience said they still paid as much attention to the movement as to the 
readings, and that they complemented each other well. All of the sections felt like a good length, 
and one person commented that there did not even seem to be separate sections but just one fluid 
piece. A few thought there were too many questions at the end and that the dancing should go on 
longer in silence before they speak again, but I knew I was not done with that section yet 
anyway. One person said the dance looked like the inside of my brain, and another called it a, 
“rich art experience.” I cannot put into words how that made me feel, but let’s just say I felt 
pretty awesome (see Appendix A, pg 57). 
 
Final Rehearsals - Production Week 
 For my eleventh rehearsal on November 4th, I went over the adjudication feedback and 
devoted the rest of the time to costume ideas. I had been thinking about dresses or skirts paired 
with cardigans, going along a scholarly or student uniform type of look. We tried a variety of 
combinations, experimenting with colors and patterns. We finally got everyone a set costume, 
but I was not happy with it so I got rid of it later. It looked like I was trying to dress them all like 
me, and that was not something I wanted (see Appendix C, pg 73). I ended up talking with 
Professor Lentz-Hill to get a more defined idea of what I wanted, settling on jeans with reds, 
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yellows, and greens. There was no rhyme or reason for that color scheme, it just “felt right” (see 
Appendix A, pg 58). 
 For the twelfth rehearsal on November 16th, I told the cast the new costume idea and we 
planned for another rehearsal to look at costumes. We then did a full run of the dance and I 
worked on the transition from the chaotic reading section to the questions section. I tried having 
them get up one at a time, doing minimal versions of the question section and repeating certain 
phrases from their readings until Mackey slammed her book shut, initiating the questions section. 
I was not satisfied with the transition. The dancers had just been reading together chaotically, 
and now they were again, just softer. It did not make sense and was not pleasing aesthetically or 
orally, so I left to think on it more (see Appendix A, pg 58). 
 I was talking with Mackey about how I had no idea what to do for the performance 
lighting, and she mentioned that it would be cool if we had a desk lamp and the very first move 
was someone clicking it on. I absolutely loved the idea and immediately went to ask if it would 
be possible to have a functioning desk lamp in my dance. I doubted I would be able to find a 
battery-operated lamp, but having an electrical cord on stage could be dangerous as well as 
cumbersome. And if I were going to have a lamp, it would have to be a lamp with a little chain to 
turn it on. I had become obsessed with the idea of a dancer clicking the lamp on at the start and 
clicking it off at the end (see Appendix A, pg 58). 
 For the thirteenth rehearsal on November 18th, we spent most of the time teaching 
Nicoll’s part to the apprentice, Jackson. Nicoll would not be there for an upcoming showing, so 
Jackson would have to step in, which she did brilliantly. I also went back to the questions 
transition and finally fixed it. After everyone read in unison, the dancers slammed their books 
shut one at a time, then slowly opened their books back up and read silently to themselves. 
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Nicoll started a minimal version of the questions phrase while still keeping her eyes on her book. 
Wasaff noticed Nicoll, which led to her starting her own minimal phrase on the floor. Simmons 
noticed Nicoll and wandered over to start her own phrase, which led to Salazar, which led to 
Mackey. Instead of doing a minimal movement phrase, Mackey alternated between watching the 
other dancers and reading silently to herself before slamming her book closed. The dancers all 
slammed their books in response, and they started the questions section. The silence of this 
transition was important because we had just had a loud chaotic section and were about to go 
into a more serious series of questions (see Appendix A, pg 59). 
 The fourteenth rehearsal on November 21st was mostly just to make sure the dance was 
clean and clear for the in-class showing that day. We cleaned and clarified sections for Jackson 
and I spoke to Wasaff about using her whole body with her focus and when she read. I noted that 
we needed to go over spacing as well (see Appendix A, pg 59). 
 The only question the class asked after the choreography showing was who the questions 
were directed at in the questions section. When asking what art is, who are they asking? Each 
other? The audience? Someone else? I knew that it should be a combination of all of these, but 
had not made it clear for the dancers or the audience (see Appendix A, pg 59). 
The fifteenth rehearsal was spent solely on costumes. For the sixteenth rehearsal on 
November 30th, we cleaned up timing and the specifics of each movements, paying special 
attention to the fresh transition from chaotic reading to asking questions. We talked about who 
each question was directed to, when they were questioning each other and when they were 
questioning the audience. For each section, I also told each reader who they were reading to 
which changed the way they read the passage. For the Prelude, Nicoll was reading only to 
herself. For Chapter One, Mackey read to the audience while Salazar tried to but was frequently 
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interrupted by the rest of the dancers. In Chapter Two, Wasaff read to herself because she had no 
real interest in what she was reading, and Simmons read directly to Wasaff. For the chaos 
section, everyone read directly to Simmons while Mackey tried to read to the audience. The 
questions were directed to each other at first and then at Mackey, before finally confronting the 
audience with the final question, “Are we?”. 
This was the first time we were able to practice with the lamp, but I did not have an 
extension cord so we could not actually turn it off and on. Nevertheless, we were able to adjust 
poses and positions with the lamp on the desk and Nicoll was able to practice turning it off and 
on. We also planned out where the cord would go on the floor so the dancers knew when they 
had to be extra careful about where they were stepping (see Appendix C, pg 72). 
 On the day of the dress rehearsal on December 7th, Salazar somehow managed to jump 
on a ballet barre and jam her foot. I immediately panicked. I had the utmost faith in my 
apprentice, Jackson, but she had never done Salazar’s part. She knew all of the other parts, but 
had never had to be Salazar. I spent all day communicating with my cast, planning to get to dress 
rehearsal early to try to teach Jackson as much as possible. I was envisioning Salazar hobbling 
around on crutches completely unable to walk, but when I finally got there I found her casually 
limping around. She assured me that she could at the very least mark it and that she was not 
seriously injured. There was no vigorous jumping in the dance, so she believed she would be 
fine. The crisis was averted. 
 Then it was December 8th, opening night. I was probably more nervous than any of the 
dancers, but the performance was wonderful. If anything, they could have been louder, and I was 
worried at first because the audience did not laugh as much as I expected, but everyone cheered 
when it was over. That night we also had an artist talkback, though not many people stayed. One 
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woman did say that Reading Response #6 made her feel something “here” as she motioned to her 
chest (see Appendix A, pg 64). I was also asked how the dancers were able to keep timing and 
rhythm when dancing to words instead of music, which was something I had not thought of 
before because to me, it went unsaid that words have a rhythm too. Then someone asked why I 
only used female dancers, which did not really have an answer, as well as how I selected the 
excerpts that were read in the dance. I just said that I read a lot. I do not always answer well 
under pressure, but even as I look back on that question (which I received many more times from 
peers, professors, and friends), I do not know how else I would respond. I did read a lot, and to 
find specific passages I read even more. I reread passages, marked them up, read them again, 
read them to someone else, and then tried reading something else to see if it worked better. I read 
so much that it seemed like a silly question, and I felt redundant when I tried to answer. 
 I was amazed at the consistency of the performance. Each night the dancers performed to 
the fullest. I never got tired of watching it, and they never seemed to get tired of doing it. The 
lamp was always plugged in correctly and no one ever tripped on the cord. Even when a lighting 
cue was late, it never looked bad. But maybe I was just biased. 
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Production Elements 
Costumes 
 I had no idea where to begin with costuming. It was hard to imagine the dance in 
anything but regular rehearsal attire, and the only other ideas I had were plaids or argyle, 
something stereotypical for researchers or bookworms. I was worried that this would be too 
much on the audience’s eyes and would only distract from the movement and reading. My next 
idea was skirts or dresses paired with cardigans of different colors. We actually got rather far 
with this idea, finding each dancer a suitable costume. After a few days of staring at the picture, 
however, I realized that it looked like I was just trying to make them all dress like me, and that 
did not appeal to me at all (see Appendix C, pg 73). I said goodbye to the cardigans and met with 
Professor Lentz-Hill to get some ideas. 
 Professor Lentz-Hill agreed that the dancers should be somewhat individualized and that 
they should not all be dressed exactly alike. Since there were many human and pedestrian 
moments in the dance, it was also important that they looked like real people. These ideas led to 
blue jeans and different shades of red. I was more interested in yellows and oranges as well, but 
reds were easier to find. I personally associate different things with different colors, and red was 
colorful, but also felt just serious enough for my concept. The dancers and I spent our fifteenth 
rehearsal solidifying costumes. We managed to find danceable jeans for everyone with a nice 
mix of washes and fits. Everyone ended up with a different shade of red on top, from Simmons’s 
bright red to Wasaff’s tomato soup red. Some people also had an accessory, like a vest or a scarf, 
as a finishing touch (see Appendix C, pg 71). 
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Lighting Design 
Like the costumes, the lighting design for the dance was a complete mystery to me. It felt 
so natural to watch it under the bright fluorescents of a dance studio and I had no idea where to 
begin when switching to stage lights. I talked with my cast about this issue, and Mackey 
suggested we use a desk lamp and that the very first movement would be someone clicking it on. 
I absolutely loved the idea, partly because I have always loved desk lamps and partly because it 
would make the dance more intimate and reinforce the idea of a bookworm’s desk. I immediately 
went to ask if it would be possible to have a functioning desk lamp in my dance. I doubted I 
would be able to find a battery-operated lamp, but having an electrical cord on stage could be 
dangerous as well as cumbersome. And if I were going to have a lamp, it would have to be a 
lamp with a little chain to turn it on. I had become obsessed with the idea of a dancer clicking the 
lamp on at the start and clicking it off at the end to give a clear beginning and conclusion. Not to 
mention that if I were going to use another prop, I was going to use it to the fullest. 
Between the fourteenth and fifteenth rehearsals I found the almost perfect lamp. It was 
affordable and had the little chain I so desperately wanted. Of course, it was not battery-operated, 
and I was not sure if I liked the white lamp shade, but other than that it was perfect (see 
Appendix C, pg 71). I talked with Professor Lentz-Hill and the technical crew about an extension 
cord and I was good to go. However, that was just one tiny element of the lighting. The dance 
could not be performed to the light of just one desk lamp and no other light sources. 
On December 3rd, we had our first technical rehearsal. Even though I had my lamp, I still 
did not really know what else to do with the lights. I flat out told both Professor Lentz-Hill and 
the lighting designer, Whitney Nabors, that I was in over my head and would trust them to make 
executive decisions. I knew that the first light should come from Nicoll clicking the lamp on, 
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which would grow to a spotlight on the table. Other than that, I just wanted the lights to follow 
the dancers around the stage without being too dramatic. 
The spotlight stayed on the table for the whole duration of the dance, always keeping the 
reader and the books in view (see appendix C, pg 72). As the other dancers moved to stage left a 
soft light grew from the sidelights to make them visible. When they transitioned upstage, more 
natural, even lighting was added. When Salazar began a long walk around the edges of the stage, 
the whole performance space was finally lit, though not for long. She stopped center stage with 
the other dancers close around her, and Salazar slowly reached up towards the brightening 
spotlight as the other lights around her dimmed (see Appendix C, pg 72). The reader at the time, 
Mackey, closed her book, signaling a significant shift in mood, which meant the sudden 
disappearance of Salazar’s spotlight and the rest of the stage being lit once again. 
After that, the lights did not change until Simmons took over as the reader and Wasaff 
began her solo. This was a big shift in the dance as the readings began to sound more 
challenging, so for the first time color was added to the stage to signify that we were moving into 
a new world. Deep blue washed over the stage, concentrating on the back curtain. When 
Simmons shouted her last line, “All art is quite useless,” and the dancers ran back to the table, all 
of the lights went out except for the one spotlight, leaving the dancers in a tiny island of light as 
they read chaotically. 
When they began to leave the table one by one, the rest of the stage very slowly began to 
come into view. Contrasting the earlier cool shade of blue, this time it was a soft orange color, 
less intense and a little friendlier as the dancers silently worked through their minimal 
movements. By the time the lights were fully on, all of the dancers had left the table to begin the 
questions section. When they returned to the table, the lights dimmed back to a shadowy orange 
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while Mackey read the final passage. As she joined the table, the dancers were again left in the 
one spotlight. When they closed their books for the last time, the spotlight went out, and Nicoll 
switched the lamp off. 
Even though I started out completely in the dark about the stage lighting, I was very 
pleased with what Nabors produced, and I appreciated how subtle the lights were. It was just 
enough to illuminate the dance and bring attention to the proper places, but did not distract from 
the dance itself. The constant spotlight on the table separated the reader from the dancers, but 
also served to keep the books visible at all times (see Appendix C, pg 72). 
 
Scenic Elements 
 What with the books, the table, and the chair, I had a lot of things to think about when it 
came to props. We used five books, one for each dancer. Each dancer always had a specific book 
for the duration of the dance to both read from and dance with. Only one book was not actually 
read from, but I had to insert a page with the actual reading inside to make it look like the dancer 
was reading straight from the source. Because the books were so heavily integrated into the 
movement, they were not a huge issue when it came to technical rehearsals (see Appendix C, pg 
71). 
I had hoped to find a dark wooden desk with a complimenting chair, but I was on a 
budget and could not find anything that fit my idea of a personal study-room desk. I finally 
decided that the basic table from the lobby of the Theatre and Dance Building would be fine, as 
well as one of the chairs that always stayed in the studio space (see Appendix C, pg 72).  
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Post-Performance Evaluation 
When reflecting on this piece and the process, there are few things that I would change 
and quite a lot of things that I am proud of. My concept changed dramatically, but even then I 
was able to keep a very organized outline of the piece. I knew what kind of dancers I wanted, 
and for the most part I was not disappointed with their collaborative spirit. I challenged myself in 
surprising ways which I believe was vital to the creation of an impactful dance work. 
If given the chance, I think I would expand this work. I would experiment more with 
using literature-related props such as loose leaf pages. I would also try to choreograph more 
specific movement and try to put more actual dancing into the piece, because even now I often 
wonder if I am allowed to call it a dance. However, I would not take out any of the reading and 
speaking or any of the human or casual movements and interactions between the dancers. 
 The concept of the piece definitely grew, especially very early on. Originally it was not 
even about art, but centered around PTSD and mental illness. Instead I shifted to just focusing on 
literature, then literature about dance, then literature about beauty, and finally arrived at literature 
about art. The concept itself was heavily influenced by other classes during the semester, 
primarily my Capstone class in the Dance Department. In that class we often questioned what 
dance is or what art is or who can be an artist, and everyone always had a different opinion. 
Near the very beginning of the project, once I had settled on literature about art, I 
carefully outlined how I expected the dance to go. I began with the literature and once I had that 
in the proper order, I just had to choreograph to that outline. Because I had organized the 
different pieces of literature into very specific places and was very conscious about which texts 
came before and after, I had already created a beginning, middle, and end for the piece, including 
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a climactic moment. Once the proper movement was attached to each piece of literature, the flow 
and arc was easily developed (see Appendix A, pg 47). 
 When it came to the dancers, I wanted to work with odd numbers because otherwise it 
would be too easy to fall into even pairings and duets. I find it much more interesting to try to 
see how I can use an odd number of dancers without having one become a major soloist or 
without leaving anyone out. I knew I could not get too hung up on making sure each dancer was 
featured equally, but I still challenged myself to try to use all different possible groupings, 
including solos, duets, trios, quartets, and all five dancers together. 
 I already knew that I liked to work collaboratively, both with the cast and with another 
discipline. What I did not expect was to work with so many props and scenic elements, and 
especially not to include live speaking and reading. As a performer, I am challenged by speaking 
and acting, so I still find it strange that I used so much of it for my junior work. However, as I 
continue to make more work and art, I find that I am fascinated by the intermingling of theater 
and dance, and that strange murky genre of dance theater. 
 Since it is so difficult for me to perform theatrical dancing, I can definitely say that I 
challenged myself when creating this dance. I felt very hypocritical trying to coach my dancers 
on how to speak properly on stage or how to interact with each other, so I treated it more like a 
group learning experience. When I constantly tried to keep myself on the same level as my 
dancers and never try to put myself on a higher plane, the dancing and reading and acting 
flourished beautifully. 
 As an artist, I take art very seriously, but at the same time I am not a fan of the 
pretentious artist. I wanted to find the middle ground while challenging the audience to really 
think about not only what they were watching, but all art in general. I wanted this piece to make 
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the audience members think, if not actually begin to look at art differently and question it 
themselves. I would like to say that I achieved this. One audience member specifically told me 
that it made her feel something, though she did not say what, and one of my professors called it 
“sophisticated.” I have no proof that this dance changed the audience, but at the very least I can 
say that it changed me. 
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Contextual Research 
 As a dancer, I love the physicality of dance. As a nerd, I love the serenity of sitting with a 
book. My two greatest passions have always been separate, but what if they could be combined? 
Could the reading of a book be put on stage in a dance work? Could movement display the inner 
thoughts and words of a book? Could dance and literature really collaborate with each other? 
The answer is yes. In this paper, I will prove that literature and dance can collaborate in a variety 
of ways that benefit both art forms. 
 First, I will review the literature that I used when researching this thesis, and then detail 
exactly what I mean when I say “collaboration.” Following will be my three main points 
describing how this collaboration is possible: firstly, that literature can be used as movement 
invention for a dance work; secondly, that literature can be used as a sound score for a dance 
work by turning it into spoken word; and thirdly, that literature can be used as props in dance by 
using physical books. That said, I will now discuss the resources that aided my research. 
 My contextual research was mostly focused around four areas: artistic collaboration, 
literature in dance, stage props, and sound scores. Several semesters ago the University of 
Southern Mississippi Dance Department had Professor Pearlann Porter from Point Park 
University visit as a guest artist. She specializes in collaboration between music and dance, and 
her work would be impossible without either art form. She spoke to us about the differences 
between collaboration and cooperation. A true collaboration means that the work could not exist 
without both art forms, and that each art form contributes fully to the process and the final 
product. This type of collaboration between dance and literature is what I will prove to be 
possible. 
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Tracy Cowden, professor of music education, also has a heavy emphasis on artistic 
collaboration. In her essay, “Forum Focus: Collaborate Arts - Innovative Concert Ideas: Beyond 
the Music,” published in American Music Teacher journal, she discusses the benefits of such 
collaboration that agree with my own findings and experience. 
 I heavily researched the relationship between literature and dance, but found very little 
evidence of the collaboration being investigated. “From Text to Dance: Andree Howard’s The 
Sailor’s Return,” an essay by Susan Jones published in Dance Research: Journal of the Society 
for Dance Research, studies the translation of a book to a ballet. These kinds of ballets are 
examples of how literature and dance have interacted, yet they only show one form of using 
literature for movement invention. 
 For further understanding of stage props, one of the most influential texts was theater 
director Andrew Sofer’s doctoral thesis, The Stage Life of Props. He discusses not only the 
symbolic nature of a stage prop, but also the importance of its physicality, which is something I 
was heavily interested in with my own props. Dancing with books is an obvious way of 
integrating dance and literature, but the symbolic nature of props makes this integration even 
more effective. 
 To research sound scores, I turned to film and video studies. Danijela Kulezic-Wilson in 
“Sound Design is the New Score,” published in the journal Music, Sound, and the Moving 
Image, studies sound scores in film and how dialogue and pedestrian sounds can be used as a 
sound score instead of clear-cut music. She not only approaches composition from the sound 
designer’s point of view, but also from the videographer’s, which was extremely helpful as I 
functioned as both the choreographer and the sound designer in my process. Kulezic-Wilson also 
contends that a sound score can be created without traditional musical instruments. 
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 Lastly, I used the Oxford English Dictionary quite a lot to look at the strict definitions of 
literature, props, and sound scores, as well as the history behind the terms. 
 With this literature in mind, I will now move on to my main points of how literature can 
be integrated into dance. My first main point is that literature can be used in dance as a means of 
movement invention. There are actually many ways to approach this type of collaboration and I 
found it impossible to fully investigate all in one semester of work. However, I will outline the 
four methods that I researched and with which I experimented. 
 In the first form, which I affectionately refer to as “The Alphabet Method,” each letter of 
the alphabet can be assigned a specific movement, perhaps similar to sign language. These 
movements can then be arranged to form specific words and sentences, or the movement can be 
arranged first and then translated to see what it says. This is also similar to the choreographic 
method of devicing, where one phrase (here, the alphabet) is rearranged or modified in various 
ways to create a new phrase. This method can also be used simply to produce movement, 
whether the overall concept of the dance is literature or not. It is highly unlikely that any 
audience would be able to decipher the movements, even if they were told outright what each 
one was, so worrying about consistently producing real words is not required. Though I 
considered using this method, I eventually opted not to when actually choreographing for my 
own piece. 
 A second form, which I call “The Word Method” assigns different movements to 
different words rather than specific letters. This is also similar to sign language, but slightly less 
complicated. It also allows for more to actually be “said” or “written” without having to pair 
every single letter to its own movement. Like the first method, this can be done by arranging the 
movement first and then translating it to the words, or writing out the words first and then putting 
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the movement together. Unlike the Alphabet Method, this can produce movement that is more 
easily recognizable to an audience, even if it is not explicitly stated. However, if it is important 
that the audience understands something specific, the choreographer must try to make sure that 
all of the movements are cohesive, rather than trying to directly translate a piece of text into 
movement. Even though the text might read, “Art is useless,” the individual movements for each 
word could confuse the audience rather than communicating exactly, “Art is useless.” To give 
more of an overall idea of the text, I recommend the fourth method of choreography listed 
further on. In my own piece, I used the Word Method by picking central words from different 
passages and choreographing phrasework containing movements inspired by those words, rather 
than trying to directly translate each word into movement (see Creative Process pg 7). 
 A third method, similar to the second, is what I call “The Phonetic Method.” Like the 
Word Method, the literature is approached word by word, but focuses on what the words sound 
like rather than what they mean. The phonetics of the word are analyzed and then mimicked in 
the body. This is somewhat akin to music visualization, where the dancer perfectly imitates the 
music in his or her body. In this method, the movement is not inspired by the meaning of the 
word, but by the sound of the different parts of the word. Like the Alphabet Method, this is not 
necessarily useful if the goal is to communicate a specific meaning or a direct translation of a 
written piece of work, but it can be a useful way to generate movement or simply gain inspiration 
from words. I used this method in previously created dance works, and considered it again when 
doing research for my senior piece, but ultimately I focused on other methods of literary 
movement invention. 
 A fourth process, which I call “The Meaning Method” or “The Plot Method,” is to take 
the overall meaning or narrative of the entire work of literature and choreograph to that theme or 
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plotline. This is seen when novels are adapted into ballets or musicals, or even into full-length 
films. Unlike the first three methods, this is not a very useful choreographic method to generate 
abstract movement. If the movement is truly being choreographed from the literature’s theme or 
narrative, that theme or narrative should be apparent in the movement and in the final product. 
The ballet version of The Sailor’s Return (1947) choreographed by Andree Howard should 
reflect the 1925 novel by David Garnett, just as the 1978 film version should be a recognizable 
adaptation. I used this method by focusing on the question of art, the central idea of all of the 
pieces of literature used, and creating movement that bordered on everyday actions to ask, “Is 
what we are doing right now on stage considered art?” (see Creative Process pg 17). 
My second main point is that literature can be integrated into dance by using it as a live 
sound score. Literature, a seemingly soundless concept, can easily be made audible by turning it 
into spoken word. Sound scores are generally associated with film and can involve music, with 
or without sung lyrics, while anything spoken is considered dialogue. The Oxford English 
Dictionary even defines a sound score as, “a musical composition with its distribution of parts” 
(“Score”). Those parts can be a variety of things depending on the context. In dance, if a 
recorded piece of music is being used, the different instruments, vocals, and sounds are what 
make up the sound score. If recorded music is being used and the dancers are also making 
audible noises, including speech, the dancers also become part of the sound score. In sound 
design for film, many non-musical sounds are incorporated into a sound score. 
Composers such as Carter Burwell and David Lynch have opted to forgo traditional 
music and instead focus on the “‘musical’ properties” of the film itself, which is done by paying 
attention to the, “rhythmic, kinetic, and affective features” of what the film already has, such as 
its, “structuring, editing, camera movement, movement in the diegesis, speech, etc.” (Kulezic-
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Wilson 127). So even without music, a film’s sound score involves much more than just the 
dialogue. Although this type of sound score is directly related to film, it can be applied to dance 
performance as well. Just as a film has different elements that contain “musical potential,” a live 
dance contains similar components. 
 The first common component of film and dance that can affect the sound score is the 
structure. The structure of a dance is not so different than the structure of a film. It involves how 
it starts and how it finishes, and how we get there: the beginning, the middle, and the end. This is 
not the same as the plot or theme, but is about the actual transitional steps from section to 
section. For example, it was important to me that the dance started and ended at the desk, but I 
had to think about what happened in between and how the dance transitioned from one idea to 
another. Sometimes the dancers walked to the desk, sometimes they ran, and sometimes they 
danced. In film, different shots are filmed and then edited for continuity while in dance we edit 
different sections of movement and then structure them accordingly. Since I was working with a 
sound score involving verbal speech and live noises, when and where those sounds and noises 
happened was an important piece of the score. 
Similar to structure, the diegesis refers to the plot or theme of the film or dance which, 
while it may not make up part of the sound score, is important in determining what the sound 
score should be. Once the structure of the dance is solidified, it is important to look over that 
structure as the sound score is being composed. In my own dance, there were times where one 
dancer was reading out loud while the others were dancing swiftly, which produced more noise 
than slow sustained movement. Because the dancers were making so much noise, it was not as 
appropriate for someone to be reading at the same time because it only made it confusing. Thus, 
the diegesis is key to determining the flow of the sound score. 
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 The structure and the diegesis are both important factors to consider when creating a 
sound score. It is not as simple as having the dancers read out-loud and calling it done. In my 
own work, we had to find the rhythm of each reading and pay attention to what was going on 
while the dancers read, such as who was dancing and how much noise was being made. Feet 
make noise as they move across the stage floor, the dancers breathe as they move, and the fabric 
rustles as it brushes against bodies. Depending on what is going on, the reader may have to 
adjust their volume and speed, which will also affect the tone of the dance. Just as a live sound 
score grows in intensity and volume, so does the spoken word. It involved a lot of practice for 
the dancers to find a regular rhythm to what they were reading. I did not need it to be exactly the 
same every time, but it needed some degree of consistency. 
 An easy way to make the sound score regular and consistent is to record the spoken word. 
This way, every pause is always the same, every word is pronounced the same, and it always 
takes the same amount of time. In addition, the dancers do not have to worry about projecting 
their voice and if they are performing in a large space, the volume level can be easier managed. 
However, the actual sound of the spoken word does change. It is the same as the difference 
between recorded and live music. Recorded is generally may be more consistent, but much is lost 
when the physical presence of the musician (or in this case, the reader) is absent. Not to mention, 
there is some joy in it being just a little different every time. In live performance, no show is ever 
the same; the audience is always different and the performers have always changed since the last 
show. Every new element brought to each performance changes the way dancers dance and 
readers read. As a dance artist, I wanted that change in the spoken word as well as in the 
movement. The integration of the movement and the spoken word also permanently tied them 
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together, attaching the readings to physical movement while also connecting the movement to 
the concept of literature. 
 Another important factor in using live spoken word is the performance space, briefly 
mentioned above. Even if regular rehearsals are taking place in the performance space, it is 
important to remember that the sound will be muted when the room is full of audience members 
who may or may not be making noise themselves. When first reading or reciting in front of an 
audience, it is also easy to start speaking too fast or too quietly, so that must also be addressed in 
rehearsals (see Creative Process pg 19). That said, literature can definitely be used as a sound 
score by turning it into spoken word, but it also involves structure, plot, performance space, and 
just as much rehearsing as the dance movement. 
My third main point is that literature can be integrated into dance as a prop physically and 
conceptually by utilizing physical books. The Oxford English Dictionary defines a prop as “a 
property in a theatre, film set, or similar location” or “Anything used to keep something in place” 
(“Prop”).  For one thing, the books were important as they allowed the dancers to actually read 
instead of memorize. Having the physical books to interact with affected their performance and 
their dancing. The dancers had something tangible to look at and hold and had to treat it as an 
extension of their body rather than a separate object (see Creative Process pg 16). 
 In his dissertation The Stage Life of Props, Andrew Sofer states that props help to 
establish the setting and can give the audience an idea of what to expect (Sofer v). By having 
books placed onstage at the very beginning of the dance, I let the audience know that this was a 
dance about words. Whether they realize it or not, each person has a preconceived idea of what a 
book represents, whether it is in a positive or negative light. German playwright Peter Handke 
remarked that, “a chair on a stage is not just a chair but a chair on a stage” (White 126). This 
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seems obvious, but must be considered when using any prop. Any object when put on display 
becomes a magnified version of itself, and the audience’s perception will turn the object into a 
sign. Therefore, the symbolism of a prop is not just created by the choreographer, but by the 
audience as well. (Sofer 1). 
 When working on my own piece, I was very attached to the physicality of the books 
because they signified that none of the readings or ideas originated with myself or the dancers. I 
wanted it to be obvious that we were referencing other artists and authors. A dancer reading 
straight from a book is perceived differently than a dancer reciting from memory. A dancer 
reading out loud has a different tone than a dancer reciting. A recitation often sounds like an 
overly rehearsed performance, verging on a theatrical monologue, while a reading is more 
personal and genuine. 
 To me, physical books represent knowledge, research, and creativity. Combined with the 
other elements of my dance, I hoped that the books would convey that idea to the audience. By 
actively using the books in the dance, I linked the books to my own symbolism to steer the 
audience away from any other interpretations they might have. Instead of leaving the books 
alone or having them as scenery, the dancers carried them as they danced and read them as they 
waited on the side. I could not guarantee that the audience would see the books as I did, but by 
fully integrating the books with the other elements and ideas of the dance, I believe they 
functioned appropriately. 
 Through my own creative process and contextual research, I can vehemently say that it is 
possible for dance and literature to collaborate with each other through movement, sound, and 
props. The product of the collaboration was able to speak to a wider audience rather than just for 
appreciators of dance or solitary bookworms. Not only were they each exposed to a more 
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unfamiliar art form, but the collaboration also allowed them to see their own respective art in a 
new way as it was combined with something else. I would never have been able to create my 
own work, Reading Response #6, without using both movement and literature, and it would be 
equally impossible to perform it with only one element. I successfully combined my two 
passions to bring something new into the world and hopefully spread art to further audiences. 
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Project Proposal 
Project description: 
● A project investigating the combination of literature and dance, centering around 
what it means to be an artist in general. 
● Concert dance. 
● Expected to perform in the Theatre and Dance building on the University of 
Southern Mississippi campus. 
● Five dancers and one apprentice, sharing speaking and dancing roles without any 
central person. 
● Working title is “Self-Portrait.” 
● Expected to have no music, but use text selected from Emily Dickinson, Richard 
Wilbur’s “Museum Piece,” Frank O’Hara’s “Why I am Not a Painter,” Leo 
Tolstoy’s What Is Art?, and Edgar Allan Poe’s “Marginalia.” 
● Costuming will give the impression of a scholar, with plaid and tweed. 
● Needed props include a desk/table, a chair, certain books (mentioned above), and 
one pair of glasses. 
● Anticipated length is 7-9 minutes. 
Project Narrative: Artistic Research 
This project was inspired by my love and interest in both words and movement. After 
spending a semester researching the potential collaborations between music and dance, I wanted 
to look at something seemingly less straightforward: literature and dance. I anticipate movement 
that is influenced not only by the literal definition of a word, but also how the word sounds, how 
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it is pronounced, and the intonation used when it is said. I hope to show the audience that 
literature and movement can be similar, even though it is very different. 
My approach to this project will be different than what I have previously experienced, 
because I usually stay far away from spoken word and public speaking. Rehearsals will involve 
just as much reading aloud as it will dancing, perhaps even more so as I am working with 
professional dancers, not speakers. Normally I prefer to let the dance unfold practically by itself 
with help from the dancers, and only then do I feel comfortable re-organizing and editing what 
the cast has created. This time I will be doing more of the work. 
Besides simply showing the relationship between literature and movement, I plan on 
having the focus of the collaboration be on art itself. This piece will ask the cliché question: 
“What is art?” We as a cast will attempt to answer that question through our own investigative 
process. The end product will take the audience through the steps, through the research, and to 
the answer we have deemed the most helpful for our circumstances. 
 
Project Narrative: Scholarly Research 
 My current project at first reminded me of Bill T. Jones’s Story/Time, if only because of 
the use of literature and spoken word. I originally planned on telling a complete, if vague, story, 
which would have been different than Jones’s series of one minute individual stories. Even 
though I have moved away from my initial plan, my project still differs because I am actually 
investigating the combination of literature and movement sometimes word by word. Jones was 
more influenced by John Cage’s “Indeterminacy,” combining movement and text with no 
apparent relationship, almost as if they just happened to coincide. Despite the differences in 
work, I would say that my method is somewhat similar to that of Jones. He enjoys the 
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collaborative spirit and wants to be connected to other artists, just like myself (Morgenroth 150). 
 I always like to compare myself as an artist to Merce Cunningham because we are so 
different and yet so alike. Like Cunningham, I want to acknowledge that music and dance can 
each stand as independent art forms, even when combined together. I extend that independency 
to all art forms, even within my efforts to collaborate. Cunningham and I differ when it comes to 
the collaboration part. He worked completely separate of John Cage, whereas I prefer very close 
collaboration containing constant conversation and experimentation. 
Research question: How can literature be used to develop movement that is not a literal 
translation? 
 The topic of my project is art in general, but the process focuses on the combination of 
literature and dance. These two art forms are almost complete opposites: one deals with written 
words and the other with physical movement. Literature is usually a solitary art form, both 
created and enjoyed alone. Dance is almost always done in a group, and at the very least is 
viewed by one. Dance is often described as a way to express what cannot be expressed with 
words. If that is the case, then what happens when you put words in a dance? Will the movement 
taken on a lesser importance or will the text become mere background noise? I want to find a 
balance between the two, but avoid resorting to movements that literally relate to the words and 
topic. 
The creative process will be a lot of experimentation. Partnering text with different 
sections of movement, and then adjusting the tempo of one or the other is one way of seeing how 
related the two forms seem. To actually produce movement we will not only consider the actual 
meaning or meanings of a word but also how the word sounds and how it is pronounced, as well 
as the context. As the dancers cannot physically interact with text, we will put in a 
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“representative” for the literature and have the dancers interact with her, the narrator, as she 
reads and recites from books. By clearly labeling one person as the narrator/reader who visibly is 
holding a book, I hope to give some separation of the literature and the movement, and then see 
how they can come together. 
For contextual research, I will look at other dance artists who have experimented with 
text, as well as choreographers who often collaborate with other art forms. I may also look at 
research on classical ballets and other dance forms that sometimes involve highly literal 
movement, clearly communicating a specific idea, and yet do not use words, especially when the 
ballet is based on a novel or play. To contrast my own research question, I will look at how 
dance has been used in notable literature and to what effect. 
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Were I called on to define, very briefly, the term 'Art,' I should call it 'the 
reproduction of what the Senses perceive in Nature through the veil of the 
soul.' The mere imitation, however accurate, of what is in Nature, entitles no 
man to the sacred name of 'Artist'. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Poe, Edgar Allan. “Marginalia [part XV],” Southern Literary Messenger, vol. XV, no. 6, June 
1849, pp. 336-338. Web. 
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Lexis: Is this beautiful? 
Kate: Is art beautiful? 
Gabby: Is this good? 
Kate: Is art good? 
Karley/Nijalon: Is this true? 
Kate: Is art true? 
Cass: Is this useless? 
Kate: Is art useless? 
ALL: Is this art? 
Kate: Am I an artist? 
Lexis: Are you beautiful? 
Gabby: Are you good? 
Karley/Nijalon: Are you true? 
Cass: Are you useless? 
ALL: Are we? 
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CURRICULUM VITAE (05/4/17) 
SARAH DEXTER GIVENS 
 
Sarah Dexter Givens 
Sarah.givens@usm.edu 
205-568-9272 
 
EDUCATION 
Academic 
2013-2017 
The University of Southern Mississippi, Hattiesburg, MS 
B.F.A. Dance Performance and Choreography, with Honors 
 
Modern Dance Technique: Stacy Reischman 
Fletcher, Kelly Ferris Lester, Shellie Nielsen, 
Angie Simmons, Meredith Early, Rebecca 
McArthur, Kellis Oldenburg, Elizabeth Lentz-
Hill, Brianna Jahn 
 
Ballet Technique: Julie White, Rebecca 
McArthur, Lauren Soutullo Smith, Shellie 
Nielsen, Meredith Early 
 
Senior Capstone: Elizabeth Lentz-Hill 
 
Rhythmic Analysis: Kelly Ferris Lester 
 
Bartenieff Fundamentals: Shellie Nielsen 
 
Laban Movement Analysis: Shellie Nielsen 
 
Dance Teaching Methods: Julie White 
 
Dance History: Meredith Early 
 
Dance in Culture: Shellie Nielsen 
 
Dance Composition: Stacy Reischman 
Fletcher, Kelly Ferris Lester, Meredith Early, 
Rebecca McArthur, Elizabeth Lentz-Hill 
 
Repertory Dance Company: Lauren Soutullo 
Smith, Kelly Ferris Lester, Kellis Oldenburg, 
Meredith Early 
 
Choreographic Research 1: Kelly Ferris 
Lester 
 
Choreographic Research 2: Elizabeth Lentz-
Hill 
 
Labanotation: Stacy Reischman Fletcher 
 
Dance Improvisation: Meredith Early 
 
Dance Production: Kelly Ferris Lester, 
Rebecca McArthur 
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Additional Training 
 
2017:   Master Classes, Hattiesburg, MS 
 Modern Dance Technique: Lucy Riner 
 
2016:   Master Classes, Hattiesburg, MS 
Modern Dance Technique: Courtney World 
 
Master Classes, Hattiesburg, MS 
Modern Dance Technique: Missy Pfohl Smith 
 
Master Classes, Hattiesburg, MS 
Dance Improvisation: Pearlann Porter 
 
Master Classes, Hattiesburg, MS 
Capoeira: John Grant Tchádeggada. 
 
2014:   Master Classes, Hattiesburg, MS 
 Modern Dance Technique: Michael Estanich 
 
Master Classes, Hattiesburg, MS 
 Hip Hop: Aysha Upchurch 
 
 Master Classes, Hattiesburg, MS 
 History of Hip Hop: Aysha Upchurch 
 
 Master Classes, Hattiesburg, MS 
 Modern Dance Technique: Atalee Judy 
 
2013:   Master Classes, Hattiesburg, MS 
 Modern Dance Technique: Coco Loupe 
 
Master Classes, Hattiesburg, MS 
West African Dance: Michelle Gibson 
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RESEARCH AND CREATIVE ACTIVITY 
Choreography 
 
This Is Not (2017) 
2017 Student Showcase, University of Southern Mississippi Theatre and Dance Building 
Studio 115, Hattiesburg, MS 2017 
High School Dance Day, University of Southern Mississippi Theatre and Dance Building 
Studio 115, Hattiesburg, MS 
  
Reading Response #6 (2016) 
 2017 Undergraduate Research Symposium Arts Showcase, University of Southern 
Mississippi Scianna Hall, Hattiesburg, MS 
 2016 Studio 115 Concert, University of Southern Mississippi Theatre and Dance 
Building Studio 115, Hattiesburg, MS 
 
The Jam: A Dance for Film (2016) 
Choreographed in collaboration with cast 
Music composed by Molly Evans, Andrew Hunckler, Sarah Dexter Givens, and cast 
 2016 Dance for Film Concert, University of Southern Mississippi Theatre and Dance 
Building Studio 115, Hattiesburg, MS 
 
Scholarly Research 
2017 Books and Bodies: The Collaboration between Dance and Literature 
 University of Southern Mississippi Undergraduate Research Symposium, Hattiesburg, 
MS 
 Lead/Solo presenter; oral presentation 
Blind- , competitive selection process 
 
The Jam: Collaborating with Music and Dance through Film 
 National Conference for Undergraduate Research, University of Memphis, Memphis, TN 
 Lead/Solo presenter; oral presentation 
 Blind- , competitive selection process 
 
2016 The Jam: Collaborating with Music and Dance through Film 
 2016 University of Southern Mississippi Undergraduate Research Symposium, 
Hattiesburg, MS 
 Lead/Solo presenter; oral presentation 
 Blind- , competitive selection process 
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Performance 
 
Isaac and Frank (2017) 
Choreographed by Kate Mackey 
 2017 Studio 115 Concert, University of Southern Mississippi Theatre and Dance 
Building Studio 115, Hattiesburg, MS 
 
In          She Walks (2017) 
Choreographed by Jessica Eugene 
 2017 Studio 115 Concert, University of Southern Mississippi Theatre and Dance 
Building Studio 115, Hattiesburg, MS 
 
It’s About Love Again This Year (Restaged 2017) 
Choreographed by Michael Estanich and RE Dance 
 2017 Spring Concert, University of Southern Mississippi Mannoni Performing Arts 
Center, Hattiesburg, MS 
 
Concentric Caleidoscope Part B (2017) 
Choreographed by Kelly Ferris Lester 
 2017 Spring Concert, University of Southern Mississippi Mannoni Performing Arts 
Center, Hattiesburg, MS 
 
Concentric Caleidoscope Part A (2016) 
Choreographed by Kelly Ferris Lester 
 2016 Studio 115 Concert, University of Southern Mississippi Theatre and Dance 
Building Studio 115, Hattiesburg, MS 
2016 High School Dance Day, University of Southern Mississippi Theatre and Dance 
Building Studio 115, Hattiesburg, MS 
 
Compelled Within Itself (2016) 
Choreographed by Reanna Martinez 
 2017 American College Dance Association Informal Concert, Auburn University, 
Auburn, AL 
2016 High School Dance Day, University of Southern Mississippi Theatre and Dance 
Building Studio 115, Hattiesburg, MS 
 2016 Fall Dance Concert, University of Southern Mississippi Theatre and Dance 
Building Studio 115, Hattiesburg, MS 
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Of the Us (2016) 
Choreographed by Kaylin Wilson 
 2016 High School Dance Day, University of Southern Mississippi Theatre and Dance 
Building Studio 115, Hattiesburg, MS 
2016 Fall Dance Concert, University of Southern Mississippi Theatre and Dance 
Building Studio 115, Hattiesburg, MS 
 
 
Ready with Reservations (2016) 
Choreographed by Destiny Ponville 
 2016 Spring Dance Concert, University of Southern Mississippi Theatre and Dance 
Building Studio 115, Hattiesburg, MS 
 2016 University of Southern Mississippi Foundation Gala, Beau Rivage Resort and 
Casino, Biloxi, MS 
 2016 University of Southern Mississippi Partners for the Arts Showcase, University of 
Southern Mississippi Thad Cochran Center, Hattiesburg, MS 
 
Conflicting Desolation (2015) 
Choreographed by Shaquille Hayes 
 2016 Beneath the Tranquility Concert, University of Southern Mississippi Theatre and 
Dance Building Studio 115, Hattiesburg, MS 
 2016 University of Southern Mississippi Undergraduate Research Symposium Creative 
and Performing Arts Showcase, Hattiesburg, MS 
 
Freedom in the Finding (2015) 
Choreographed by Megan Bradberry 
 2016 University of Southern Mississippi Undergraduate Research Symposium Creative 
and Performing Arts Showcase, Hattiesburg, MS 
 2015 Dance for Film Concert, University of Southern Mississippi Theatre and Dance 
Building Woods Theatre, Hattiesburg, MS 
 
Shifting Properties (2015) 
Choreographed by Gabrielle Agner-Boudreaux 
 2015 Studio 115 Concert, University of Southern Mississippi Theatre and Dance 
Building Studio 115, Hattiesburg, MS 
 2015 High School Dance Day, University of Southern Mississippi Mannoni Performing 
Arts Center, Hattiesburg, MS 
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<Illuminate:Create> (2015) 
Choreographed by Whitney Nabors 
 2015 Fall Dance Concert, University of Southern Mississippi Theatre and Dance 
Building Studio 115, Hattiesburg, MS 
 
Unwillingness (2015) 
Choreographed by Alex Robinson 
 2015 Fall Dance Concert, University of Southern Mississippi Mannoni Performing Arts 
Center, Hattiesburg, MS 
 
Always Within (2015) 
Choreographed by Cassie Zaremba 
 2015 Studio 115 Concert, University of Southern Mississippi Theatre and Dance 
Building Studio 115, Hattiesburg, MS 
 
In One Accord (2015) 
Choreographed by Rebecca McArthur 
 2015 Spring Dance Concert, University of Southern Mississippi Mannoni Performing 
Arts Center, Hattiesburg, MS 
 
Purposefully Designed (2015) 
Choreographed by Sarah Macaluso 
 2015 Spring Dance Concert, University of Southern Mississippi Mannoni Performing 
Arts Center, Hattiesburg, MS 
 
Spaces between Sound and Silence (2015) 
Choreographed by Megan Bradberry 
 2015 Spring Sophomore Concert, University of Southern Mississippi Theatre and Dance 
Building Studio 115, Hattiesburg, MS 
 
Couple’s Therapy (2013) 
Choreographed by Torrey Isaac and Megan Waguespack 
 2013 Fall Informal Concert, University of Southern Mississippi Theatre and Dance 
Building Studio 115, Hattiesburg, MS 
 
The Story of US (2013) 
Choreographed by Julie White 
 2013 Fall Informal Concert, University of Southern Mississippi Theatre and Dance 
Building Studio 115, Hattiesburg, MS 
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Dance Production Experience 
 
2016: Fleshed Out: The Body Politic 
 Body Politic Concert, University of Southern Mississippi, Theatre and Dance Building 
Studio 115, Hattiesburg, MS 
 
Collecting the Collective 2 
 Fall Hub Dance Collective Concert, University of Southern Mississippi Theatre and 
Dance Building Studio 115, Hattiesburg, MS 
  
Collecting the Collective 
Summer Hub Dance Collective Concert, University of Southern Mississippi Theatre and 
Dance Building Studio 115, Hattiesburg, MS 
 
 Studio 115 Spring Dance Concert 
 Spring Studio 115 Dance Concert, University of Southern Mississippi Theatre and Dance 
Building Studio 115, Hattiesburg, MS 
 
2015: In the Groove 
Fall Hub Dance Collective Concert, University of Southern Mississippi Theatre and 
Dance Building Studio 115, Hattiesburg, MS 
 
2014: Studio 115 Fall Dance Concert 
 Fall Studio 115 Dance Concert, University of Southern Mississippi Theatre and Dance 
Building Studio 115, Hattiesburg, MS 
 Fall Dance Concert 
 Fall Dance Concert, University of Southern Mississippi Mannoni Performing Arts 
Center, Hattiesburg, MS 
 Spring Dance Concert 
 Spring Dance Concert, University of Southern Mississippi Mannoni Performing Arts 
Center, Hattiesburg, MS 
 
2013: Fall Faculty Concert 
 Fall Dance Concert, University of Southern Mississippi Theatre and Dance Building 
Studio 115, Hattiesburg, MS 
 Mark’d In Time Concert 
 Fall Site Specific Dance Concert, The Thirsty Hippo, Hattiesburg, MS 
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Company Affiliations 
 
2017: University of Southern Mississippi Repertory Dance Company II, choreographer 
 
2015-2017: University of Southern Mississippi Repertory Dance Company, choreographer 
and performer 
 
2014: University of Southern Mississippi Repertory Dance Company II, performer 
 
Awards and Recognitions 
 
2013-2017:     Out-of-state tuition Scholarship, Department of Theatre and Dance, University of 
Southern Mississippi 
University Scholarship, University of Southern Mississippi 
Pell Grant, University of Southern Mississippi 
 
2016:  Dance Department Service Scholarship, Department of Theatre and Dance, 
University of Southern Mississippi 
  Second Place in Creative Research, Undergraduate Research Symposium, 
University of Southern Mississippi 
 
2015:  Eagles SPUR Research Grant, Center for Undergraduate Research, University of 
Southern Mississippi 
 Federal Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant, University of Southern 
Mississippi 
 
2014:  Hearin Foundation Scholarship, University of Southern Mississippi 
